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This paper gives an overview on photonics for photovoltaic 
systems. Starting from the spectral and angular distribution of 
the electromagnetic radiation from the sun, many important 
optical approaches how to improve the efficiency of solar 
cells are presented and discussed. Topics include antireflec-

1 Introduction The conversion of solar energy to 
electrical energy by using photovoltaic (PV) cells is one of 
the key elements of the future energy supply of mankind. 
Researchers in the field of photovoltaics are faced with the 
problem how to increase the efficiency of this conversion 
process for reasonable cost. The solution is related to op
tics to a large part. By optimizing the optics, the number of 
photons which are converted by the semiconductor mate
rial can be maximized. First of all, optical approaches are 
necessary to avoid losses by reflection or unwanted ab
sorption which does not generate charge carriers. As an 
example, part of the solar radiation incident on a typical 
PV module made out of crystalline silicon solar cells can 
already be reflected at the air-glass interface or be ab
sorbed in the glass pane or the lamination material before 
reaching the solar cell. Further, the light has to be trapped 
efficiently within the cell. And the photon energy is far 
away from being optimized. Due to the large range of 
wavelengths in the solar spectrum almost all photons have 
the wrong energy because the photon energy may exceed 
the bandgap energy of the semiconductor or fall below that. 
In the first case, the photon generates an electron-hole pair 
and the excess energy is thermalized, in the second case 
the photon is transmitted or absorbed without generating 
an electron-hole pair, e.g. by free carriers. Only photons 
with exactly the energy of the band gap of the semiconduc
tor are generating electron-hole pairs with the maximum 
efficiency. Thus, the researcher is faced with the need for 
spectral control of the incident photons. 

tive coatings, various light trapping structures, refractive, re
flective and fluorescent concentrators, and components for 
spectral management. The theoretical background is shortly 
described and examples of the experimental and also of the 
commercial realisation are given. 

This paper gives an overview on the various optical 
approaches in order to optimize the efficiency of PV cells. 
Only purely optical approaches in which the electronic 
semiconductor device structure is not affected shall be de
scribed here. Readers which are interested in multijunction 
solar cells, multiple exciton solar cells intermediate band 
solar cells, sometimes using nanotechnology etc. are re
ferred to e.g. Here, the addressed topics are antireflec-
tion, light trapping, solar concentration, spectral manage
ment, and combinations thereof. 

2 Properties of solar irradiation on earth and 
consequences for optical components The properties 
of the solar radiation which we receive on earth depend on 
the diameters of sun and earth, on the sun-earth distance, 
on the surface temperature of the sun, and on the interac
tion of the radiation with the earth's atmosphere. The solar 
spectral irradiance measured a top of the earth's atmos
phere can be rather well approximated by a blackbody 
spectrum of a body with a temperature of 5762 K seen un
der a solid angle i ^ . o f 2 . 1 6 x l 0 5 

This extremely small solid angle is due to the large dis
tance between sun and earth and implies that the direct so
lar irradiance is very well collimated. 

The fact, that the extraterrestrial solar spectrum resem
bles blackbody radiation is reflected by the spectral distri
bution which is extremely broadband from an optical point 
of view, being extended over wavelengths from below 
300 nm to more than 3000 nm. The interaction of the solar 



radiation with the earth's atmosphere is defined by absorp
tion and scattering by gases like C02, N20, CH4, fluori-
nated carbon dioxides, ozone, oxygen, and finally dust and 
aerosols. It is obvious that the path length of the solar ra
diation through the atmosphere is of major importance. 
Therefore, the solar reference spectra are defined for dif
ferent air mass values which indicate the path length 
through the atmosphere, e.g. AM 1.5 is a spectrum ob
tained for solar radiation after being transmitted through 
1.5 times the atmosphere thickness corresponding to a so
lar zenith angle of 48.19°. Reference spectra for PV per
formance evaluation are currently in ASTM G173-03 or in 
ISO 9845-1 for the extraterrestrial spectrum, the terrestrial 
global solar irradiance on a surface tilted by 37° toward the 
equator facing the sun, and for direct normal irradiance 
plus irradiance from circumsolar radiation (Fig. 1). They 
can be found at the web based renewable resource data 
center of NREL Of course, as the terrestrial spectra 
change with the properties of the atmosphere, the reference 
spectra refer also to reference conditions of the atmosphere. 
Spectral variations are inevitable and may influence the 
performance of PV systems. 

The large spectral band width makes the task of an op
tical engineer difficult. For example, many of the thin film 
designs developed for applications in the visible cannot be 
used because they may have undesirable optical effects if 
the wavelength reaches or exceeds the double of the design 
wavelength. Another important aspect resulting from the 
large band width of the solar spectrum is the short optical 
coherence length in the order of magnitude of a microme
tre. Therefore, in all optical simulations optical coherence 
considerations have to be taken into account. Calculations 
based on the complex degree of coherence are not possible 
in many cases or very time consuming at least. Therefore, 
very often some parts of the PV system are calculated as
suming complete optical coherence, e.g. thin film systems, 
while in others the incoherent superposition of intensities 
is assumed, e.g. multiple reflections within a glass super-
strate. Most critical is the case when the dimensions of op-
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Figure 1 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Reference spectra 
for solar radiation, extraterrestrial, terrestrial global and direct 

tical structures are in the range of the coherence length, the 
already mentioned micrometre. 

The terrestrial solar irradiance is in the range of 
1 kW/m2. This indicates that very large apertures for solar 
systems are needed if solar energy systems shall contribute 
significantly to the coverage of our energy demand. There
fore, any optical solution which is developed to improve 
the conversion efficiency of PV systems has to be produc
ible on very large areas for low cost. 

3 Anti reflection At any interface between two media 
with different refractive indices part of the incident radia
tion is reflected. The degree of reflection scales with the 
difference of the refractive indices An of the two adjacent 
media. Thus, in a PV module made out of crystalline PV 
cells there are two interfaces at which larger losses of a PV 
system due to reflection would occur without counter 
measures: the air-glass interface and the embedding mate
rial-solar cell interface. The embedding material is typi
cally ethylene vinylene acetate (EVA) with a refractive in
dex which matches very well that of glass. The reduction 
of reflection can be obtained by either interference coat
ings or surface-relief structures. In the latter case, the struc
ture dimensions with respect to the design wavelengths 
play an important role. If they are in the range of a wave
length or larger, the incident radiation is scattered or dif
fracted or refracted by the surface-relief structure and thus 
changes the direction of propagation. If the dimensions are 
subwavelength, an effective medium is formed which has 
an optical effect similar to interference coatings. For the 
air-glass interface in PV systems, all the approaches: inter
ference layers, subwavelength structures and structures in 
the millimetre range have been proposed If the 
spectral width for which an air-glass interface has to be 
made antireflective exceeds one octave, only refractive in
dices of the interference layers between those of the two 
materials forming the interface can be used. Therefore, it 
was proposed to use porous layers in order to achieve the 
low effective refractive indices required for an air-glass 
interface (Fig. 2). Of course, the best would be to have a 
graded index between air and glass but the most suitable 

Figure 2 SEM picture of a cross section of a porous single layer 
antireflective coating. 
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Figure 3 Transmission spectra of low-iron glass panes with and 
without a porous antireflective coating on both surfaces. 

solution with respect to cost and mechanical performance 
is a quarter wave single layer with a refractive index of 
1.25-1.30. With such an interference coating, a significant 
reduction of the reflection is obtained over a large spectral 
range as required in most PV applications although antire-
flection in its true sense (R — 0) can theoretically only be 
achieved for the design wavelength (Fig. 3). This approach 
is now used in various commercially available AR coatings 
on glass for solar applications 

Subwavelength structures could be originated and rep
licated in polymer materials on large areas and with good 
optical properties The replication of such small struc
tures in durable materials like glass is aspired but was not 
possible areas larger than a few square millimetres so far. 
Surface-relief structures in the millimetre range 

make use of three optical ef
fects. Firstly, radiation which is incident at rather large an
gles of incidence with respect to the normal of the glass 
pane has relatively small local angles of incidence and thus 
a smaller reflectance (Fig. 4a). Secondly, radiation which 
is reflected at the first interaction with the glass surface 
gets a second chance to be transmitted light for certain an
gles of incidence (Fig. 4b). Thirdly, reflected light from the 
solar cells, e.g. from the bus bars, may be totally internally 
reflected to the solar cell (Fig. 4c). In total this leads to an 
increase of the annual output of the PV system. It is impor
tant to note this type of antireflection system is beneficial 
only if the absorber (the solar cell) is optically matched to 
the glass pane. 

The task of antireflection at the interface between EVA 
and the crystalline silicon solar cell is very well fulfilled by 
a quarter-wave single layer SiN: H coating together with an 
etched light trapping structure (see Section 4). There are 
the following advantages of the SiN:H coating: it can be 
tuned in its refractive index and it is a very good passiva
tion layer. Therefore, this material outperformed other high 
refractive index materials which were used earlier like 
Ti0 2 and TajC^. In the case of mono crystalline silicon wa
fers which show very well suited random pyramids after 
etching very low reflectance < 3 % over the spectral 
range of 300-1100 nm can be obtained. In an experimental 
study, it was also proposed to use periodic subwavelength 
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Figure 4 Illustration of the optical effects of a glass surface 
which has surface-relief structures in the millimetre range. 

structures for making silicon antireflective Again, it 
is questionable whether this approach can be competitive 
with respect to cost and large-scale production. 

In inorganic thin film solar cells, the situation is differ
ent insofar as the functional layers are coated on a sub
strate or superstrate directly and transparent electrode lay
ers (TCO-transparent conductive oxide) are used. For ex
ample, the device structure of an a-Si pin solar cell is 
sketched in Fig. 5. Antireflection of and light trapping in 
the solar cell material is made by the roughness of the TCO 
layer which is intentionally produced during film growth 
or via etching. A very detailed analysis of the near-field ef
fects in a-Si cell structured with randomly textured inter
faces was published recently As an example the sur
face of a widely used TCO film (SnO: F) is shown in Fig. 6. 

glass 

I w w v J textured TCO 

J p-i-n a-Si:H 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ mirror and 
L 1 back contact 
Figure 5 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Sketch of an a-Si 
pin thin film solar cell. 
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Figure 6 SEM picture of the surface of a TCO coating for thin 
film solar cells. 

The optimum structure is still subject of research 
Correct simulation results can only be expected when 

the optical properties are simulated rigorously: a difficult 
task for aperiodic structures. As soon as the thin film be
come even thinner, e.g. in the case of organic solar cells, 
the whole film system has to be optimised as a stack of in
terference layers in order to reduce reflection losses and to 
increase absorptance in the active layer. 

4 Light trapping In crystalline silicon, an indirect-
gap semiconductor, light is not absorbed very well. Thus, 
in the mid 1970's the benefits of increased optical path 
length at constant or even reduced cell thickness for c-Si 
solar cells were discussed and shortly later surface tex
tured PV cells for light trapping were already commercial
ized Arndt et al. developed a surface texture which 
had a very low reflectance after being coated with TajOs 
for wavelengths from 500 nm to 1 (j.m and showed that the 
increased the optical path length results in an increased 
charge carrier generation rate. Yablonovitch and Cody 
adopted a statistical mechanical approach towards the op
tics of textured (assumed Lambertian, i.e. perfectly diffu
sive) and inhomogeneous optical sheets and calculated the 
intensity inside the textured sheet which is immersed in 
black body radiation The intensity inside the sheet is 
enhanced by a factor of n2(x) with respect to the intensity 
in the surrounding air. «(x) is the local refractive index. For 
lowly absorbed photons and provided the solar cells have a 
perfect light reflector in the back side the effective path 
length can be increased by a factor as An2, one factor 2 
coming form the average inclination of the rays due to the 
texture, a second factor two coming form the reflection in 
the back mirror and a factor n2 comes form the total inter
nal reflection most of the rays experience at the from sur
face when they hit there above the limit angle This is 
a remarkable value (about 46) taking the high refractive 
index of silicon into account. The value becomes only 2«2 

if no perfect mirror is in the back face but has a Lamber
tian texture like the one at the front face. Therefore, peri
odic surface-relief structures were manufactured for test 
cells using photolithography and random structures 

are made in large scale solar cell production. Mono crystal
line silicon can be anisotropically etched in alkaline solu
tions forming random pyramids with very good optical 
properties (Fig. 7a). Multi crystalline silicon is etched in 
acidic solutions because an anisotropic etching process 
would only be good for the silicon grains with the right 
orientation towards the wafer surface. The structure profile 
resulting from the random acidic etch process reduces the 
reflection significantly but leaves room for improve
ment because of the large quasi planar parts of the surface 
(Fig. 7b). Using a plasma etch process in combination with 
a photolithographically defined etch resist pattern 
results in a better performance but is not industrially viable. 
In inorganic thin film solar cells, light trapping is done by 
the rough TCO surface. For a better understanding, work is 
also done on periodic light trapping structures This 
closes the circle to earlier approaches to use diffraction 
gratings for light trapping The idea is to diffract in
cident radiation which can be converted but is hardly ab
sorbed into the first or second diffraction order propagating 
almost parallel to the cell surface. One advantage of the 
diffraction grating with respect to the random textures is 
that it can be very shallow thus allowing for very thin ac
tive layers of the solar cell. Morf and Heine have shown 
that symmetric grating structure profiles are not the most 
efficient gratings because they present strong the diffrac
tion in the zero order after reflection in the upper face 
Thus, the symmetry has to be broken, e.g. by using a 
blazed grating (Fig. 8). It is worth noticing that more re
cently diffraction gratings were taken again into considera
tion, e.g. as light trapping structures for organic solar cells 

or for thin film a-Si:H solar cells Nevertheless, 
diffractive gratings are strongly wavelength and direction 
dependent and can hardly compete with random textures 

both theoretically and in practice. 

5 Solar concentration Concentration of solar radia
tion for PV applications was always motivated by the po
tential to reduce cost and to increase efficiency 

The cost reduction is thought due to the replacement 
of expensive PV cell material by lower cost optical sys
tems covering the receiver aperture. This argument is espe-
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Figure 8 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Sketch indicating 
the advantage of a blazed grating in comparison to a symmetri
cal grating profile (here rectangular) for light trapping in solar 
cells. 

cially true since very highly efficient but also expensive 
multijunction III-V concentrator solar cells became avail
able The increased efficiency is related to the in
crease of the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell with 
concentration. If we assume a linear dependence of the 
photocurrent IL on the concentration C, i.e., and a simple 
one-exponential model to describe the solar cell, we find: 

Vxr=Vx,+m — \*C 
kT 
e 

(1) 

with VocC and Kocl being the open-circuit voltages at con
centrations C and 1 respectively, and m being the diode's 
ideality factor. 

Equation (1) can only be used to understand the gen
eral dependence. In reality, differences from the logarith
mic increase in Voc with concentration are found, e.g. due 
to some non linear dependence of recombination processes 
on the carrier concentration and to ohmic drops inside the 
cell (even at open circuit). 

A very good comprehensive introduction to the optics 
for photovoltaic concentrator systems can be found in the 
chapter "Concentrator optics for the next generation photo-
voltaics" from Benitez and Minano and a more de
tailed one Therefore, only the basic principles 
shall be described here using Fig. 9 for illustration and fol
lowing the description given We assume a concen
trator pointing in the direction given by the unit vector v. 
Thus, v is the normal incidence direction vector. The 
concentrator shall concentrate all radiation which is inci
dent on its entry aperture Ain with angles of incidence 
< 9m (the so-called acceptance angle) onto the exit area Aaut 

with angles of incidence < 0aut at the exit area. Both areas 
are assumed to be the projection on planes normal to v. In 
concentrator photovoltaics (CPV), the exit area of the con
centrator normally represents the PV cell area. The geo
metrical concentration is defined as Cg — AJA0Ut. From the 
theorem of the conservation of the etendue (or also called 
Liouville's theorem) which holds for all non-scattering 

loss-free passive concentrators 
inequality 

C sin2 # <«2sin26L 

one can deduce the 

(2) 

with n being the refractive index of the concentrator 
n > 1 and the medium for which 9m is defined having a re
fractive index of 1 (e.g. air). The equality in (2) is the 
thermodynamic concentration limit for a given acceptance 
angle. It is the sine condition in the geometrical theory of 
optical imaging which was first derived by Clausius from 
thermodynamical considerations but is also known 
Abbe's sine condition. How &m, Oovt and Cg are chosen in 
practise depends on many factors including the definition 
of Cg, of the effective acceptance angle, and also of the op
timum PV concentrator performance. 

With the maximum for 0aut — 90°, the case of isotropic 
illumination of the exit area and the angle under which we 
would see on earth the sun disc without perturbation 
through the atmosphere as = 0.27° — 0in we can calculate 
the maximum concentration: 

Cg,max=« -46200. (3) 

The basis of the sine condition is the continuity of the 
energy flux density per solid angle in regions with the 
same refractive index. Thus it is equivalent to calculate 
Cg,max by taking the solid angles il& (sun on entry aperture, 
see Section 2) and n (isotropic illumination of exit area) 
into account The maximum concentration achievable 
on Earth is very high. Actually 56,000 times the solar ir-
radiance has been achieved in an experiment but in 
practical cases the obtained values are much lower. Most 
of the high concentration CPV modules which are com
mercialized or close to commercialisation have a concen
tration of 400-1200. 

n=l entry aperture 

cell 

Figure 9 Illustration of the concentrator geometry. 
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optical designs had to be developed for photovoltaic appli
cations. One of the reasons for that is the large spectral 
bandwidth of the solar radiation. Another, that only very 
low cost solutions are commercially viable. Optical thin 
film systems for antireflection and high reflection, random 
micro structures for light trapping and engineered surface-
relief structures with dimensions in the order of one milli
metre for solar concentrators are examples of optical com
ponents which were successfully introduced into the 
market yet. Demanding nano and micro structures, for ex
ample diffraction gratings, were used scientifically but not 
on a broad commercial basis so far. Nevertheless, with a 
better scientific understanding, better materials and more 
advanced production methods also more sophisticated 
photonic elements for increasing the efficiency of photo
voltaic systems will be worth. The interest in photonics for 
photovoltaics is currently experiencing a comeback. 
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In principle, for photovoltaic spectrum splitting the 
question is how to arrange filtering elements and cells. 
Luckily, PV cells can also serve as filtering elements. A 
straightforward arrangement is to cascade planar cells as it 
is done in tandem or multijunction cells (Fig. 11a). For a 
lateral arrangement (Fig. 1 lb), an extra filtering element is 
needed because the PV cells cannot act as filters. Often, for 
this extra filter diffractive or holographic elements were 
proposed [e.g. 46-51]. Newer approaches include pho
tonic crystals as dispersive elements In non-coplanar 
arrangements as proposed by Elliot (Fig. lie) or by 
Ortabasi [54], where the cells cover the inner surface of an 
integrating hollow sphere, again the spectral filtering is 
done by the solar cells of different bandgap. A fourth pos
sibility is the luminescent filtering and concentration where 
solar cells are attached in various configurations at the 
edges or the bottom of a light guide with fluorescent dye 
molecules (Fig. lid) A good review on fluorescent 
concentrators has been given by Zastrow An out
standing property of luminescent concentrators is the suit
ability to concentrate diffuse radiation. The interest in lu-
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minescent concentrators has grown recently, more than 
20 years after the first phase of intense research, because of 
new ideas how to avoid losses. More details can be found 
in the mentioned publication related to this one 

Numerous publications exist on diffraction gratings or 
holographic optical elements for spectral management and 
concentration in PV systems. A comprehensive overview 
is given by Riccobono and Ludman The basic idea 
is to use a grating as dispersive element to separate the 
spectral components of the solar radiation laterally and to 
combine it with the possibility to concentrate radiation 
with a small spectral bandwidth by using a hologram. Vol
ume phase holograms are films in which a permanent pat
tern is recorded as a variation of the refractive index. Due 
to the fact, that the film thickness exceeds the recording 
and reconstruction wavelengths by orders of magnitude, 
they show a pronounced Bragg effect making them suit
able for the task of spectrum splitting for PV systems: 
firstly, their diffraction efficiency can reach values close to 
100%, secondly, they can be multiplexed, or in other 
words multiple holograms in one film are possible with 
relatively low cross-talk between the holograms. A typical 
arrangement for a transmission hologram is shown in 
Fig. 12. From this sketch, one can imagine already that 
high concentration systems are not very compact. Never
theless, one advantage of a set-up as shown in Fig. 12 is 
the possibility to filter out non-convertible infrared radia
tion keeping the solar cells at a lower temperature in opera
tion. A more compact design was proposed by Frohlich 

in which a stack of two holographic concentrator 
lens plates with 7 x 7 lenses each focused a short and a 
long wavelength band of the solar radiation on the respec
tive PV cells at a geometric concentration of 49. A very 
compact low concentrating holographic PV module is 
commercially available 

7 Summary Photonics plays an important role for the 
optimization of photovoltaic systems. In most cases new 

-convertible 
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Figure 11 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Arrangements of 
PV cells for spectrum splitting. 

Figure 12 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Sketch of a holo
graphic spectral filter/concentrator. 
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There are many approaches for solar concentrators de
pending on the optical principles lying behind and on the 
two principal classes, imaging and nonimaging. This classi
fication is made by Leutz and Suzuki and gives a 
very good overview. The optical principles are reflection, 
refraction, dispersion/diffraction, and fluorescence. Diffrac-
tive concentrators are described in the next section, fluores
cence concentrators in a publication related to this one 
Therefore, we will concentrate here on refractive and re
flective concentrators and combinations thereof. The classi
cal types representing each of the principles are the Fresnel 
lens and the parabolic mirror. These two cannot fulfil per
fectly all the requirements on solar concentrators for PV, 
e.g. high optical efficiency and concentration, uniform il
lumination, suitability for low-cost mass production, insen-
sitivity to tracking and manufacturing errors and to atmos
pheric variations of the incident direct solar radiation, suit
ability to be arranged in modules, durability, low weight, 
and low aspect ratio (height/width) in order to be able to 
produce flat modules. Therefore, more sophisticated de
signs have been developed. A first step to improve the illu
mination uniformity and the acceptance angle was the in
troduction of a secondary concentrator Further steps 
include the combination of primary and secondary concen
trators in one system. In the past non-imaging designs were 
regarded as being superior as they can be ideal concentra
tors at the thermodynamic limit while imaging concentra
tors are generally not ideal Recently, it was shown that 
with an aplanatic imaging design very high flux level, as 
good or even exceeding those of non-imaging practical de
signs, could be obtained A superb example for a 
nonimaging concentrator is the RXI concentrator designed 
by Minano The RXI concentrator uses refraction, 
reflection, and total internal reflection (the same surface as 
the refractive one) and has a very low aspect ratio at high 
concentration. The aplanatic imaging design of Gordon and 
Feuerbach resulted in a compactness similar to the RXI 
concentrator and in high flux. The research for optical con
centrators which are the best compromise to fulfil the above 
mentioned requirements is still going on. 

Currently, there are many research institutes and com
panies around the world working on the market introduc
tion of CPV. The experimental set-ups of the last 30 years 
are now replaced by various commercial products as 
shown e.g. in Fig. 10. High peak efficiencies of 27-29% at 
a concentration of approximately 500 have already been 
measured for modules with flat or dome shaped Fresnel 
lenses as primary concentrator and III-V multijunction so
lar cells An important step forward in this field is 
the establishment of the new ISFOC institute in Puertol-
lano (Spain) that has issued international calls for tenders 
to install 3 MW of concentrators with the aim of helping 
companies to set up pilot lines for concentrator manufac
turing. Seven companies have been awarded with contacts 
and in the present days the installation of the first 0.8 MW 
is under way (see Fig. 10). First measurements of concen
trator arrays have been performed in Puertollano 

Figure 10 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Top: Concentrator 
photovoltaic (CPV) systems of the company Concentrix Solar 
GmbH installed at the ISFOC. Bottom: CPV modules of the 
company Solfocus Inc all installed at the ISFOC (photo courtesy: 
ISFOC) 

Due to the sensitivity of CPV modules to site, seasonal 
and atmospheric variations the peak efficiency alone is not 
the right measurement for the performance of a CPV sys
tem. Therefore, the right rating method for CPV systems is 
still discussed. 

6 Spectral management A single bandgap solar cell 
cannot convert the full solar spectrum with a high effi
ciency. High efficiencies require radiation of a very small 
spectral interval, ideally monochromatic, and, as shown, 
concentration. Thus, spectral management, often in combi
nation with concentration, is very important. A very good 
review paper on this topic was published by Imenes and 
Mills Their paper has a strong focus on spectral man
agement between photovoltaic and photothermal conver
sion but also a PV/PV spectrum splitting section. Within 
this paper, mainly optical approaches of spectral manage
ment between solar cells or subcells with different bandgap, 
and thermophotovoltaics shall be described. Generally, the 
better utilization of the full solar spectrum is described in 

The important topic of up and down conversion was 
first published in and is described also in two pub
lications related to this one 

http://www.pss-a.com
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